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Thai Goldfields NL

2010 ANNUAL REPORT – EXECUTIVE REVIEW
EXECUTIVE REVIEW
The Directors present the ninth Annual Report and Consolidated Accounts of Thai Goldfields NL (‘TGF’ or
the ‘Company’) in respect of the year ending 31 December 2010. Operations resulted in a loss of
$675,046 (loss $157,108 - 2009) after allowance for minority interests. Shareholders should note that
exploration expenditure representing an estimated $2-3M has been expensed against the profit and loss
account since 2006 which has had the effect of understating the $4.2M exploration asset on the balance
sheet. The treatment of expensing legitimate exploration costs is to be reviewed this year and may
result in prior years’ expensed exploration being reinstated to the exploration asset account.
Notwithstanding the foregoing remarks, Directors estimate that $15M has been expended on TGF
projects since 2002, including third party JV and sole-funding contributions. Furthermore, Directors
consider the collective carrying value of the Company’s exploration assets has improved markedly over
the past year. The reasons are as follows:1.
100,000oz JORC compliant gold resource (DEK Resource) defined by our JV partner, Tigers
Realm Minerals (TRM), within 3km of Kingsgates’ Chatree Gold Mine mill.
Our 25% interest in the Chatree District SPL titles represents an important Company asset which has
been enhanced by confirmation of the DEK Resource.
2.
In 2010 the new Kabinburi Gold Project was added to TGF’s exploration portfolio following the
application for 3 Special Prospecting Licences (SPL’s). Kabinburi is one of the Company’s most exciting
projects; it was formerly an important Ivanhoe Mines project in the 1990’s. More detail on this new
project is to be found in the ‘KABINBURI GOLD PROJECT’ section commencing on page 17 of this Report.
3.
On the exploration front, TGF completed a major 6,200 soil sampling and analysis program at
Khao Soon over two high-priority zones located west and east of the historic tungsten mine. These
programs have delineated two important 1km long trends, one prospective for tungsten and the other,
tungsten and antimony mineralisation; both require further exploration.
A soil sampling program was commenced in 2011 over the balance of the Khao Soon tenement package
to be followed by XRF analysis of all samples.
4.
Growing corporate interest in TGF projects, in particular the Kabinburi gold and Khao Soon
tungsten/antimony projects, has been encountered.
In the year under review the Directors’ stated strategy was to use the Company’s strong project
platform to seek an industry ‘cornerstone’ investor or, alternatively, achieve a ‘backdoor listing’ through
an ASX listed entity where compatible strengths and objectives could be combined. The right synergies
to achieve these objectives did not converge in 2010, however progress is being made in the early
months of 2011 with some encouraging developments.
Achieving outcomes beneficial to shareholders remains uppermost in the minds of Directors and is
discussed in the ‘Future’ section of this report on page 25.
5.
Strongly rising prices for key strategic metals, including tungsten and antimony, has increased
the attraction and potential value of TGF and its individual projects. For example, the US and EU have
declared tungsten and antimony to be two (2) of seventeen (17) strategic metals with critical supply
issues; tungsten and antimony prices strengthened significantly throughout 2010 and into 2011. The
APT (ammonia paratungstate) price, the most commonly traded semi-finished tungsten product, has
risen from US$185/mtu (metric tonne unit or 10kgs) in January 2010 to US$400/mtu due to renewed
industrial demand and acute global shortages of supply.
Similarly, the price of antimony (mineralisation occurs within the Khao Soon and Palitapan tenements)
has risen from US$5,000/tonne in early 2010 to more than US$15,000/tonne in 2011. As in the case of
tungsten, traditional supply sources of antimony (China in particular) are drying up.
Titles - The grant of SPL titles remains a tedious process; we await title grant for the Palitapan Gold and
Mae Yom Polymetallic projects before work can be considered. The Palitapan project remains affected
by the moratorium on processing gold exploration applications pending an outcome of the Gold Mining
Industry Inquiry. The grant of the Khao Soon and Kabinburi titles is expected in coming months.
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A detailed report on each project, including title application status, follows.

CHATREE DISTRICT GOLD JV - (TGF 25% - TRM 75%)
The Chatree District Gold Project consists of granted exploration titles located in central Thailand in the
general proximity of the Chatree Gold Mine owned by ASX listed Kingsgate Consolidated Limited. Title
antecedents date back to 1996 and include the LD SPL (DEK Resource) and Wang Yai titles NE of Chatree.
TRM is sole-funding the first $2M of expenditure in return for TGF waiving its pre-emptive rights over
the 75% interest in 2009.
To date, a total of 635 holes for 19,300 metres of drilling for has been completed on the LD tenement
and 44 holes for 5,246 metres of drilling on the Wang Yai tenements since 2000. In addition, over 1,000
metres of trenching has been completed.
In mid 2010 TRM completed a 47 hole drilling program on the LD and Wang Yai prospects as part of its
$2M sole-funding commitment. These programs defined a maiden gold/silver resource (‘DEK
Resource’) located approximately 3km west of the Chatree Gold Mine mill operated by ASX listed
Kingsgate Consolidated.

Fig. 1:

Chatree District titles (42km²)

LD PROJECT – DEK RESOURCE
The eastern boundary of the 10km² LD title is located 1km west of the Chatree Gold Mine.
Previous exploration resulted in the discovery of a high-grade gold/silver vein system (DEK Prospect) and
an adjacent stockworks zone (refer to Fig.2). The mineralisation outlined is considered to be an
extension of the western mineralised zones of the Chatree Gold Mine.
TRM commenced drilling the DEK vein system in April 2010 to test for mineralised extensions and to
infill-drill existing mineralised zones in the expectation of defining an open-cut gold resource. The
program was successful and established an inferred JORC ¹ compliant open-cut gold/silver resource. It
is a coherent north-northeast striking body of epithermal vein-hosted gold/silver mineralisation on land
where tenure is controlled by the TGF/TRM JV, within the LD SPL title.
The mineralised zone dips to the east but denial of access to drill by the neighbouring land-owner
(controlled by Kingsgate Consolidated entity, Akara Mining) has not permitted the DEK resource to be
optimally tested, despite the adjacent land lying within our exploration title.
Additional exploration potential lies immediately to the west of the DEK system where earlier drilling has
indicated the possibility of establishing a low-grade volume tonnage (stockworks) gold and silver
resource. The western stockworks zone is not constrained by the same access problems affecting
optimisation of the DEK Gold Resource; the zone lies on land tenure largely held by the TGF/TRM JV.
¹JORC – Joint Ore Reserves Committee; the Australasian Code for Reporting of Identified Resources and Ore Reserves.
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LD PROJECT (cont)
The estimated inferred JORC (2004 Code) compliant DEK Gold Resource lies 3km west of the Chatree
processing mill and is calculated by Hackman & Associates based on the following cut-off grades*;
cut-off grade 0.4g/t gold;
• 2,935,000 tonnes containing 102,000ozs gold at 1.1g/t and 965,000ozs silver at 10g/t.
Extending the mineralised domains an acceptable distance east into the adjoining Akara land
tenure indicates that a further 218KT containing 8,000ozs gold at 1.2g/t may exist using the
same cut-off grade.
cut-off grade 0.3g/t gold (adopted by Kingsgate Consolidated for its Au Chatree resource statement);
• 3,900,000 tonnes containing 112,000ozs gold at a grade of 0.9g/t and 1,080,000ozs silver at
9g/t. Extending the mineralised domains an acceptable distance east into the adjoining Akara
land tenure indicates that a further 256KT containing 9,000ozs gold at 1.1g/t may exist, using
the same cut-off grade.
*Note:
Cut-off grade adopted is indicative of the economic viability of a project which, in the case of the DEK Gold Resource, is based on
the ore being processed at the nearby Chatree mill owned by Kingsgate Consolidated.

Fig. 2:

Fig. 3

High-grade DEK zone (red), stockworks potential (pink) LHS; high-grade DEK zone (red), stockworks (beige) RHS

Fig. 4

Fig. 3:

DEK and stockworks zones (land marked yellow is controlled by Kingsgate entity); note all of diagram lies within the LD SPL title.

Fig. 4:

DEK resource within LD title showing location of exploration targets over resistivity image.
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LD PROJECT (cont)
Surface exploration over other parts of the 10km² title has identified a number of untested targets with
potential to host significantly more gold mineralisation. The target areas (noted in Fig. 5) have been
identified using a combination of Induced Polarisation (IP - resistivity and chargeability) and drilling
results from the 2010 program and earlier programs.

Fig. 5: IP Resistivity map showing the outlined targets

WANG YAI PROJECT
The Wang Yai titles lie 15-20km NE of the Chatree Gold Mine and cover an area of 16km². The titles
host an epithermal system featuring a number of high quality targets separate in character to the nearby
Chatree system.
Gold anomalism occurs over a strike length of more than 7km (encompassing the Central Ridge and Gift
Prospects) exhibiting superb colloform crustiform vein outcrops typical of epithermal gold systems.
Many selected surface samples within this system have yielded bonanza-grade assays of between 3090g/t Au with peak combined readings in the Central Ridge area of 323g/t Au (10ozs) and 4,880g/t Ag
(150ozs) and >100g/t Au and 5,050g/t Ag.
Past exploration includes trenches which returned an average 2.21g/t Au over 36m and another which
returned an average 2.06g/t Au over 66m, including 21m @ 4.9g/t Au. Additionally, one drill-hole
returned a downhole intersection of 37 metres @ 4.38 g/t Au (including 8m @ 16.15g/t Au) from 16
metres and another returned 18m @ 8.71g/t Au and 95.47 g/t Ag from 136m.
These results demonstrate the potential for bonanza-grade gold/silver ore shoots at Wang Yai.
In 2010 Tigers Realm drilled thirty (30) RC/DDH holes at the Central Ridge, Gift and PSV prospects for
3200m as part of its sole-funding program. This program was aimed at testing for extensions to
mineralisation discovered by Oxiana in 2007. Drillng in 2010 encountered mineralisation hosted within
broad quartz-sulphide zones which requires follow-up programs to test the many leads generated.
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• CENTRAL RIDGE PROSPECT
The TRM drilling encountered mineralisation hosted within broad quartz-sulphide zones in five (5) holes
but values were below expectations. Best intersections along the mineralised zone were;
CNR016:

5.0m @2.01g/t Au from 49m

CNR017:

3.0m @2.07g/t Au from 74m and 3.2m @2.83g/t Au from 146.8m

CNR019:

1.4m @3.16 g/t Au from 26.3m

CNR023:

3.0m @ 1.11g/t from 25m

CNR024:

2.1m @5.50g/t Au from 103m

Fig. 6: Recent TRM drilling results on Central Ridge and Gift prospects

• GIFT PROSPECT
A thirteen (13) RC drill-hole program for 1317m was completed by TRM at Gift prospect to scout test
two sections of a one kilometre long zone coincident with outcropping quartz veining, fault structures
and geophysical and gold geochemical anomalies. Surface sampling in earlier programs had returned
numerous high-grade gold in rock occurrences, including 224g/t Au, 105g/t Au and 93.9g/t Au.
A number of the TRM holes intersected various alteration zones with quartz-sulphide veining, however
gold values in these zones were generally low and the tests proved inconclusive.
Better results include the following;
GFT002:

3m @ 4.57g/t Au incl 2m @ 5.15g/t Au from 5m
1m @ 2.56g/t Au from 12m and 1m @ 3.69g/t Au from 29m

GFT003

3m @ 0.76g/t Au incl 1m @1.17g/t Au from 15m

GFT009

2m @ 4.20g/t Au from 96m incl 1m @7.78g/t Au from 96m

• PSV PROSPECT
A four (4) hole RC drill program for 495m was conducted at PSV to test beneath a trench anomaly which
reported broad gold mineralisation (66m @ 2.06g/t Au, including 21m @ 4.9g/t Au) in 2001 and which
was associated with a well defined geophysical target. Although several intervals of quartz-sulphide
mineralisation were intersected, overall results were disappointing. Better results were;
PSV003:

3m @ 0.92g/t Au from 7m

PSV004:

1m @ 1.16g/t Au from 57m
1m @ 0.62g/t Au from 64m
1m @ 4.90g/t Au from 66m
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• FUTURE PROGRAMS
Further drilling is required to test a suite of geological, geophysical and geochemical targets outlined by
earlier exploration at Central Ridge but not included in the 2010 program. In addition, a substantial
program of follow-up drilling is required to adequately test the entire 2.5 km-long strike length of
geophysical and geochemical anomalies at Gift Prospect.
No work was conducted during 2010 on the Kha Phanom Pha SPL title (16km²) which lies 10km west of
the TLD title.
It should be noted that current SPL titles for gold such as the Chatree District titles are exempt from the
Governments gold mining inquiry process, as will any mining lease applications which flow from the
current gold SPL titles.
• SUMMARY
TGF and TRM are reviewing exploration policy for all the Chatree District titles. The review includes the
possibility of the partners applying for a Mining License over the DEK Resource or a sale of part or all of
the joint venture.

KHAO SOON TUNGSTEN PROJECT (100% economic interest)
The old Khao Soon ferberite (tungsten/iron oxide) mine is situated within a high-grade system with
known significant historic production between 1970-80 in a region endowed with excellent logistics.
Exploration and studies conducted by TGF over the past four years has highlighted the potential to
delineate important new tungsten (and possibly antimony) resources within this system.

Fig. 7: Khao Soon Project tenements (coloured blue)

Reflective of record prices for tungsten and antimony, the project is an outstanding long-term asset of
the Company with the potential to be one of the best tungsten projects in the world.
• TITLE STATUS
After a long wait, progress has been made with all but one of the six (6) tenement applications
comprising the Khao Soon Project having been issued or awaiting Ministerial signature, the last step
before grant of title.
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• TITLE STATUS (cont)
The status of all six (6) SPL applications is detailed below:
TSPL 2 (SPL 11/2008): Granted 13 Feb 2008 - Awaiting MNRE permission (Forestry Dept)
TSPL 1/2549 (1/2006): Application has been re-submitted to DPIM as split applications – nonconservation and conservation areas.
TSPL 3/2550 (SPLA 2/2007): Awaiting Industry Minister signature (final step)
TSPL 4/2550 (SPLA 3/2007): Awaiting Industry Minister signature (final step)
TSPL 5/2550 (SPLA 4/2007): Awaiting Industry Minister signature (final step)
TSPL 6/2550 (SPLA 1/2007): Awaiting Industry Minister signature (final step)
Forestry permission is still pending for the granted title SPL 11/2008. Non-invasive activities such as soil
sampling are permitted, pending Forestry permission.
• TSPL 1/2549 APPLICATION - STATUS
We received advice from the Dept Primary Industry and Mines (DPIM) during 2010 that the key TSPL
1/2549 application, which contains the old Khao Soon tungsten mine, should be divided into two parts,
one part being the conservation area and the other being the non-conservation area (see Figs. 8 & 9).
Heeding this advice the application was split into two parts (conservation area and non-conservation
area). The split application approach eliminates the need for Cabinet approval for the non-conserved
area. The DPIM is expected to grant the non-conserved area (after the required committee stages and
Ministerial signature) while the conserved (Watershed) area will be subject to lengthy Cabinet process.
From a practical viewpoint, invasive surface exploration such as drilling or tunnelling, is prohibited
within any Watershed Class 1A area. But development of an adit or tunnel with a portal located outside
the conservation areas would be permitted with the objective of developing an underground mining
operation below the old workings.

Fig. 8
Fig. 8:

Fig. 9
Diagram showing split TSPL 1/2549 title approach. Green is conserved Forestry area incorporating several classified priority

Watershed areas; the balance of 1/2549 application is non-conserved area. It should be noted that much of the Forestry conserved area is
degraded following appropriation by rubber planters since 1980.
Fig. 9:
- Diagram showing Watershed Class 1A area (0.26km² - site of historic Khao Soon mine) with surrounding lesser-priority
Watershed areas within the Forestry conserved area.
Note:
Due to lack of options available to TGF for invasive surface exploration above or immediately adjacent to the old workings, the
adit approach remains an option for exploring under the old mine workings. The other option is to drill below the old workings with drilling
collars located outside the conserved area.
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• GEOLOGY
Khao Soon tungsten mineralisation occurs in the form of ferberite (FeWO4) which is the iron rich endmember of the wolframite family. Ferberite is comprised of 76.34% WO3 (tungsten trioxide) and 23.66%
FeO (iron oxide); the tungsten trioxide contains 79.3% W (pure tungsten). Khao Soon mineralisation
occurs in a very clean ore system without any significant arsenic or other ore-grade mineralisation.
The ferberite is hosted within a brecciated silicified sediment and occurs as a late-stage event. It is
interpreted as being related to (sourced from) a non-magnetic ilmenite series granite of Cretaceous Age
occurring at depth (unknown, but suggested as being >1km). The silicification is also considered to be
sourced from the granite. The source granite has the potential to host molybdenum (Mo) and tin (Sn)
at deeper levels. Regionally, Khao Soon offers potential for economic occurrences of tungsten, gypsum,
antimony and tin. Examples of the Khao Soon style of geology (in association with tungsten
mineralisation) occur in China.
• REGIONAL EXPLORATION
TGF remains committed to exploring for high-grade zones of tungsten below the old Khao Soon mine.
But of equal importance is the significant exploration potential our tenement package holds to host
near-surface tungsten and antimony resources suitable for processing in a centralised facility. This
potential has been magnified recently by strong price rises in tungsten and antimony.
The aim is to assess this potential while we progress the key Khao Soon title, TSPL 1/2549.
To this end, an ambitious soil sampling program was initiated over all Khao Soon tenements in late 2009.
The first stage was completed over the high-priority Rabbit and Than Pho areas which lie respectively,
4km west and 2.5km east of the historic Khao Soon Mine.
This program, involving the collection and XRF (X-ray fluorescence) analysis of 6,222 samples, has given a
much better understanding of the mineralised trends delineated in earlier rock-chip sampling programs.
The second stage of the soil sampling program commenced in 2011 over the balance of the tenements.
These regional programs, if successful, could provide a cost-effective short to medium term alternative
to sourcing high-grade tungsten under the old mine. It should be noted that while the exploration
potential under the old mine is considered excellent, development costs are likely to be substantial.
Maps indicating the anomalous tungsten (W), antimony (Sb) and pathfinder mercury (Hg) mineralisation
arising from the Rabbit and Than Pho programs are presented in Figs. 10-15.
• RABBIT PROSPECT – located on boundary of TSPL 2 (granted) and TSPL 6 (under application)
Rabbit Prospect is an area of 12km² located 4km WNW of the old Khao Soon minesite. The area of most
interest is centred on a 3km N-S trend on the eastern side of a ridge containing numerous tungsten and
antimony old workings and surface anomalies. Some of these old workings are located within existing
third party Exploration Prospecting Licence applications (EPLA’s) and Mining Leases which abut the
western boundary of TSPL2 (note Fig. 7).
In 2007 XRF analysis of a regional 500 rock-chip sampling program (surface rock readings – not prepped
or pulverised samples) returned many high-grade tungsten and antimony results within the tenement
area, mostly from selected sampling of thin ferberite and antimony veins. Best W and Sb results were;
• 26 samples of >1.0% W (peak 3.06% W from old mine dump and peak 0.78% W from outcrop)
• 22 of 0.5-1.0% W and 25 of 0.1-0.5% W
• best antimony (Sb) rock-chip readings included 4 samples of >10% Sb (peak 33.99% Sb)
• 19 samples of 1-10% Sb, 9 of 0.5-1% Sb and 25 of 0.1-0.5% Sb.
Most of the Sb readings were derived from old mine dump material so should be treated with caution.
The highest outcrop reading was 0.47% Sb.
Later, rockchip sampling (in association with a grid mapping program) outside the Rabbit soil trend but
within TSPLA 6/2550 returned a peak value of 7.28% W from a mine dump sample and 2.5% W from an
outcrop sample. The peak rock-chip reading for antimony outside the soil trend was 6.43% Sb from a
mine dump sample and 0.49% Sb from an outcrop sample. These results were from prepped samples.
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• RABBIT PROSPECT (cont)
In 2010 a large follow-up soil sampling program was completed on a 25m by 100m line spacing grid
which yielded a total of 4,397 soil samples. Soil geochemistry resulting from this program delineated the
Rabbit Prospect which is a strongly anomalous tungsten and antimony trend at least 1km in length and
150m wide with a NE-SW orientation which runs sub-parallel to the ridge.
The soil program expanded the limits of the mineralised trend beyond the earlier rock-chip programs.
The northern end of the trend returned a peak soil reading of 0.45% W whereas previous rock-chip
sampling in this area was unsuccessful. The southern end of the trend returned a peak soil reading of
0.18% W. Readings over the entire 1km long trend returned an average value of 0.056% W. Based on
the experience of our team, W soil values may indicate a ‘rule of thumb’ ± ten-fold multiplier effect on
underlying hardrock W mineralisation but, ultimately, only drill-testing will confirm the true potential.
The peak Sb soil reading over the trend was 0.33%.

Fig. 10: Tungsten (W) soil anomalies (red)

Fig. 11: Tungsten and antimony (magenta) soil anomalies

Fig. 12: Tungsten and mercury (Hg - yellow) anomalies

Fig. 13: Antimony and mercury anomalies

Fig. 14: Tungsten, antimony and mercury anomalies

Fig. 15: Tenement map showing Rabbit, Khao Soon and
Than Pho Ridge Prospects with tungsten (W) rock- chip
occurrences on 2 km grid space lines.

The diagrams above (Figs. 10-14) detail the Rabbit and Than Pho sampled areas (coloured green). The
areas undergoing current soil sampling are coloured blue.
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• RABBIT PROSPECT (cont)
Antimony mineralisation occurs in the southern half of the Rabbit soil trend and extends, together with
tungsten, into adjacent old third party EPLA’s that, in turn, encompass some old antimony mining leases
and applications. The status of these old titles and applications is being investigated.

Fig. 16: Sb rock anomalies (magenta – LH diagram) and Sb soil anomalies with the overlain rock samples (green symbol in RH diagram)

Fig. 17: Map showing inconsistences between tungsten soil and rock-chip sampling results in some areas

• SUMMARY
It will be observed from Fig. 16 that many readings of ~10,000ppm Sb (~1% Sb) have been recorded. It
should be noted these readings often relate to thin vein sampling at old mine dumps. Also,correlation
variances arise in the W rock-chip and soil reading in relation to Rabbit Prospect (note the evidence of
Fig. 17).
Further work is necessary in order to understand the reasons for the W sampling variances and to gauge
the potential for economic W and Sb mineralisation.
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• THAN PHO RIDGE – TSPL3 (under application)
Than Pho Ridge is located 2.5km east of the Khao Soon minesite and within the central part of TSPL3 on
a ridge containing a number of old tungsten workings. The mineralisation occurs as strongly silicified
clasts in iron-rich cemented fault breccia with similarities to fault breccia found in the western adit
access to the largest stope at the old Khao Soon mine.
In 2008 forty (40) selected rock-chip samples of breccia from within the Than Pho soil trend were XRF
analysed with best results yielding 2.16% and 1.57% W, including 1.86% W from an old mine dump.
Rock-chip results from outside the Than Pho soil trend returned a peak reading of 10.52% W from a
mine dump sample and 0.1% W from an outcrop sample. The 40 sample total returned an average
0.25% W (0.31% WO₃).
In 2010 a large soil sampling program on a 25m by 100m line spacing grid was completed in the vicinity
of the encouraging 2008 rock-chip program. It yielded a total of 1,825 samples within an area of
approximately 5km² and soil geochemistry detected an anomalous tungsten trend at least 900m in
length and 75m wide with a N-S orientation, parallel to the western slope of Than Pho Ridge. Mercury
(Hg) is present and appears more anomalous at the northern end of the trend; antimony mineralisation
is absent. The trend appears to be cut by a fault at its northern extremity.
XRF readings on the northern and southern parts of the trend returned an average value of 0.044% W
with the middle section returning low values.
• FUTURE REGIONAL PROGRAMS
Additional mapping and other works, which may include IP/Resistivity, gravity and magnetic surveys, will
be undertaken at the Rabbit and Than Pho prospects to better define all the mineralised areas with the
aim of gaining a better understanding of the stratigraphic sequence and mineral distribution.
• OLD KHAO SOON MINE - PRODUCTION HISTORY
Khao Soon was discovered in 1970 and quickly became a world-class ferberite mining operation until its
enforced closure by the Thai Army in 1980 due to safety concerns and political issues.
During the 1970-80 period Thailand was one of the world’s largest non-communist tungsten producers
with an annual production of around 4,500 tonnes of WO3 concentrate, peaking at 7,000 tonnes in 1978
in response to a record WO3 concentrate price of US$14,900/tonne (US$149/mtu) at that time.*
The Khao Soon mine was reputedly the largest tungsten producer in Thailand (and at times, Asia) but by
1979 Thai production of WO3 had dropped to 1200 tonnes on low prices and by the late 1990’s tungsten
mining in Thailand had ceased.
TGF estimates that 400,000 tonnes of high-grade ore was extracted from the Khao Soon stopes over the
ten year life of the workings; however, as much of the mining was illegal, no production records exist so
it is impossible to measure the actual grade of ore mined. But many anecdotal “word of mouth”
accounts do survive and one highly credible account is recorded; that of US geologist (Daniel R Shawe,
1925-) who visited the Khao Soon workings in 1974. The following extract was taken from Shawe’s
“Geology and mineral deposits of Thailand” report published in the 1984 US Geological Survey.
“The breccia pipe deposits which contain most of the tungsten ore at Khao Soon are as much as 10m in diameter and
have been mined to a depth of at least 70m below the top of Khao Soon hill. The north-striking veins are several tens
of meters long but their extent in depth is unknown. About eight major breccia pipes and two veins are known at Khao
Soon within an area about 1km across and numerous smaller bodies are scattered among these……….
I estimate that the higher grade parts contain about 20% ferberite (FeWO4) and therefore contains about 12% W (pure
tungsten). Only the highest grade ore (5-12? percent W) was mined, both in the principal mine and in the numerous
small squatters mines, and a large amount of lower grade ore has been left in the ground. The primitive concentrating
method being used at the time also left a large volume of low-grade material in the waste dumps (mostly on the sides
of the ridge).”

These observations are consistent with accounts from old miners we have interviewed.
Source: *US Geological Survey, Mineral Commodity Summaries – Tungsten: 1976-80 and 1999 (various references)
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OLD MINE - EXPLORATION
TGF has conducted extensive surface and underground examinations of the old Khao Soon mine
workings since 2006, as well as extensive sampling programs and metallurgical test work. In all, 35 adits
(>9,000 metres in length), 355 shafts and 11 stopes have been re-discovered along the main Khao Soon
Ridge (Fig. 18 gives some idea of the magnitude of the old workings).
•

Fig. 18: Known Khao Soon adits and stopes – looking South

In 2007 a total of 6797 XRF W readings were taken, including 3806 underground readings in 9 different
adits and 4 small stopes and 2,991 surface readings taken around the old workings.
XRF readings in the higher-grade, deeper (and more dangerous) stopes were not possible at the time as
access to these stopes was only discovered after completion of the earlier XRF analysis programs.
Current DPIM policy does not allow access into any of the old workings until the title has been granted.
The XRF data has shown that the tungsten mineralisation is tightly controlled by its structural setting and
contacts between high-grade and un-mineralised material are often very sharp. XRF sampling in
accessible adits and stopes did not, as expected, identify zones of spectacularly high grade (these
workings were only for access to mineralised zones) but they did establish that sizable zones of material
in the 0.2% - 0.4% W range were left behind, with much higher-grade zones observed at depth.
An objective of the sampling program was to determine the potential for a large tonnage, low-grade
resource amenable to open-pit extraction within this very large alteration system. The sampling
indicated, however, that this approach was unlikely to be economically viable, due in part to the poddytype nature of the mineralisation but also to the dangerous condition of the old mine. Instead, TGF
developed an alternative exploration strategy to tunnel under the old workings in the expectation of
encountering a continuation of multiple high-grade poddy-type mineralisation at depth.
Other supporting programs completed by TGF in recent years have included;
o Surveying of adits and some, but not all, stopes (including the use of abseiling teams)
o Detailed gravity survey
o Geological mapping/interpretation
o Thin section analysis
o Preliminary engineering, metallurgical and scoping work
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OLD MINE - EXPLORATION (cont)
SUMMARY of XRF READINGS (modified extracts of July 2007 Report by Kim Denwer (B.Sc (Hons)
M.Econ.Geol)
A brief summary of the XRF analyser tungsten readings in adits and accessible stopes prepared by
former TGF Chief Geologist, Kim Denwer follows;
“This mining camp was a bit like the wild west; locals confirm many thousands of people were working in
this small area (up to 25,000 – source USGS 1973) which is confirmed by the extent of the old workings.
In all, 35 adits have been re-discovered and, for the most part, they are in excellent condition and
remain open and where they are collapsed they have broken back on soft clay fault zones. Many of the
adits were sampled and, typically, tungsten grades are low until we get very close to the old stopes
(<10m) and then (often) we could not sample in the stopes as they were too dangerous.
As expected, exploration in the deeper parts of the workings led to the discovery of higher-grade zones
of mineralisation. A zone, approximately 15m wide, containing fine-grained ferberite with a visibly
estimated abundance of approximately 2.0% – 2.5% W (including a 1m wide zone estimated at +10% W),
was found in a wall just above the water line in a small, partly water-filled stope (Borisat Water Stope).
While yet to be confirmed by assay, the discovery of this occurrence helps confirm anecdotal accounts
by local residents (and mine workers) in the 1970’s of very rich pockets of mineralisation in the stopes.
In the Thipsuwan adit we accessed the south-western edge of the CMTK stope and a best assay of 9m @
0.25% W (0.31% WO3) was obtained and in the Chao Mae Thong Kum stope we accessed the west edge
of this same stope – best assay 14m @ 0.25% W (0.31% WO3). The most useful information came from
the four (4) stopes that could be fully accessed, namely;
Surface Open Stope, Northern Flat Stope, Northern Open Stope and Flat Stope
In assessing the results it is important to remember that we are still only sampling what the old timers
left behind. These stopes have numerous +0.1% W analyses and include a best result of 11m @ 0.4% W
(0.49% WO3).
XRF analyser readings from surface/near surface stopes are detailed below;
•

Surface Open Stope:
Numerous +0.1% W results over 514m of sampling (out of 406 sample results 250 are > 0.1% W). Best intervals;
119 – 130m:

11m @ 0.40% W (0.49% WO3)

240 – 253m:

13m @ 0.21% W (0.26% WO3)

455 – 476m:

21m @ 0.26% W (0.32% WO3)

Northern Flat Stope:
76 – 184m:
228 – 244m:

108m @ 0.22% W (0.27% WO3) incl. 60m @ 0.3% W (0.37% WO3) 124 – 184m
16m @ 0.18% W (0.22% WO3)

Northern Open Stope and Adit:
21 – 125m:

101m @ 0.24% W (0.29% WO3)

Incl: 84 – 98m

14m @ 0.35% W (0.43% WO3)

21 – 39m:

18m @ 0.30% W (0.37% WO3)

45 – 60m:

15m @ 0.36% W (0.44% WO3)

Flat Stope:
44 – 50m

6m @ 0.14% W ( 0.17% WO3)

59 – 67m

8m @ 0.26% W (0.32% WO3)

91 – 123m

32m @ 0.22% W (0.27% WO3)

127 – 131m

4m @ 0.19% W (0.23% WO3)
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• OLD MINE - PROJECT OBJECTIVES
Khao Soon ferberite production has historically been from “high-grade breccia pod” mineralisation. The
pods are generally small but can be very high value. The old Khao Soon access adits are well preserved
but too narrow for the scale of works contemplated in the future. A conceptual TGF mine plan
contemplates that once a title surrounding the ‘conserved area’ is issued and funding secured, a new
adit and exploration tunnels will be driven from Company controlled land outside the conserved areas
into zones well below the deepest levels of the old workings. These new workings would then be used
for life of mine production routes.
Generally, underground mining is preferred in Thailand as, not only does it reduce minesite impact, but
it also minimises impact on the activities of local farmers. Mining leases of up to 10km² are permitted
for underground mining operations provided they are conducted at least 100 metres below surface
whereas surface (open-cut) mining leases are limited to a maximum area of 120 acres (0.48km²).
•

KHAO SOON PICTURE GALLERY

Above LHS:

Former Chief Geologist, Kim Denwer, in a large open stope at Khao Soon

Above RHS:

Part of a 15m wide zone of mineralisation at estimated grade of 2.0 – 2.5% W

Above LHS:

Kim Denwer indicating a 1m wide pocket of mineralisation with an estimated grade of +10.0% W within
the 15m wide zone.

• MINING PROJECT SCOPING COST
Development of an underground operation at Khao Soon was provisionally costed in 2008 at ~$40M for
a 300,000/tonne per annum operation capable of producing 4,500-7,500 tonnes of >65% WO3
concentrate per annum. This estimate has not been updated.
Metallurgical test work undertaken by AMMTEC (Perth) in 2008 under the supervision of Downer EDI
indicated that a combination of magnetic and gravity separation would produce a high-grade
concentrate recovering approximately 86% of the ferberite in approximately 1.2% of the processed rock
volume. Toxic chemicals will not be required for processing, making the project attractive from an
environmental perspective.
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• KHAO SOON PROJECT OWNERSHIP – CORPORATE STRUCTURE
The Khao Soon project is a co-operative venture between Khao Soon Tungsten Mining Co Ltd (KSTM)
and and Thai Tungsten Refining Co Ltd (TTR). Governing agreements between these two companies
specify that KSTM will hold mining titles arising from successful exploration and will mine and sell ore on
a cost/plus basis to TTR which will process and sell the resultant WO3 concentrate.
TGF owns 100% of TTR and Thai nationals own 51% of KSTM with TGF holding the remaining 49%
interest; TGF supplies all KSTM funding requirements. KSTM presently holds a 51% interest in Thai
Mineral Ventures (TMV) which in turn holds all the Khao Soon SPL exploration titles or applications.
Foreign ownership or control of a mining lease is not normally permitted under Thai law although it is
possible where sponsorship of a project is approved by the Thai Board of Investment (BOI); such
sponsorship can confer significant taxation and other benefits.
Legal advice confirms that the processing of tungsten ore is classified as an industrial undertaking within
the provisions of the Thai Foreign Business Act whereby 100% foreign ownership is legally permitted.
• LAND PROGRAM
The majority of land necessary for implementation of the project, including the plant site and a tailings
management facility (TFM), is secured under option agreements with 100 individual land-owners
covering an area of 1.7km². The agreements provide for annual option renewal payments.
• COMMUNITY RELATIONS
The Khao Soon Project remains well supported by local communities, senior provincial government
personnel and the provincial DPIM office, all under the careful supervision of our local director, Khun
Noi. This support is of paramount importance as, without it, no mining venture could proceed. We
continue to develop a range of successful profile-raising strategies. During November the Company
distributed basic foodstuffs to the local community during some of the worst-ever flooding experienced
in the district.
• LOCAL LOGISTICS
The old minesite is located 7km from the local Than Pho railway station on the main Thai north-south
rail line and 10km from the national grid power transmission line. The minesite is also equi-distant to
the resort destinations of Phuket to the west and Koh Samui to the east. The Khao Soon Tungsten
Mining Co office is situated 1km from Than Pho railway station.
• TUNGSTEN MARKETS
The reference price for WO3 is US$27,000/tonne (US$17,000/tonne - 2010)with one intermediate
tungsten product, ferrotungsten, currently priced at US$55/kg (US$31/kg - 2010). The most commonly
traded intermediate product, APT, is currently priced at US$400 per metric tonne unit or mtu
(US$185/mtu - 2010); an mtu is 10kgs of tungsten trioxide (WO₃) containing 7.93kgs of tungsten (W).
Global mined production of tungsten (W) in 2010 was estimated at 61,000t (61,300t in 2009 - revised).
Chinese production was estimated at 52,000t (51,000t in 2009 - revised).*
Global tungsten demand is forecast to increase to 88,500t by 2015 and Chinese APT prices are forecast
to be US$450-500/mtu in 2015.†
China remains a net importer of tungsten and the world’s largest consumer even though it increased
export tariffs and duties and lowered export quota’s on a range of locally produced tungsten products in
2010 in an effort to increase local supply. In response to these measures other SE Asian countries such
as Japan, South Korea and Taiwan, all of which are critically reliant on the longer-term supply of key
strategic metals, are seeking alliances with not only prospective tungsten producers but producers of all
key strategic metals.
*US Geological Survey, Mineral Commodity Summaries – Tungsten: January 2011

†Source: Roskill Consulting Group – 2010
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•

TUNGSTEN MARKETS (cont)

Tungsten prices weakened in 2008/9 in the wake of the global financial crisis but, with the return of
business confidence in 2009/10, prices have strengthened significantly, amplified by prevailing strong
Chinese demand. Similarly, the antimony price has risen from US$5,000/tonne in early 2010 to more
than US$15,000/tonne in 2011; antimony mineralisation occurs within the Khao Soon and Palitapan
tenements.

The rationalisation of Chinese tungsten and antimony production, as well as other strategic metals, has
been pursued for safety, work practices and environmental reasons. Its effect has been to significantly
strengthen, globally, key strategic metal prices through 2010 and into 2011.

KABINBURI GOLD PROJECT – TGF 100%
In 2005/6 the former TGF/Oxiana JV lodged a number of SPL applications in the Kabinburi district and
subsequently conducted extensive work programs, including a program of 290 shallow drill-holes with
encouraging results. However, because the former Ivanhoe Mines bidding area was never formally
extinguished by the Minister, our SPL applications were not processed. With the onset of the global
recession TGF reluctantly relinquished the applications in early 2009.
In mid 2010 we became aware that the relevant Minister had finally extinguished 6 old bidding areas,
Kabinburi included. In 2010, based on our previous work, TGF successfully lodged 3 SPL applications
covering 48km² of the most prospective parts of this historic goldmining province seeking copper as the
primary metal due to the current moratorium on the processing of gold nominated SPL’s. Gold will be
added to the application in the event that exploration indicates a viable goldmining project.
The area is deemed highly prospective for intrusive related gold and copper deposits including porphyry
style, skarns and epithermals.
The SPL applications are progressing satisfactorily through the bureaucratic committee stages – status;
Prachinburi Province: SPLA’s 1-3/2553: Awaiting DPIM sub-committee consideration.
• PREVIOUS EXPLORATION – IVANHOE MINES (1990’s)
In the 1990’s the DMR offered the Kabinburi district for gold exploration via a bidding process. Ivanhoe
Mines Ltd (formerly Indochina Goldfields Ltd) was the successful bidder and despite promising
exploration results, Ivanhoe relinquished all its Thai projects in 1999 (together with other SE Asian
projects) to focus on its massive Oyu Tolgoi copper/gold project in Mongolia (forecast production;
450,000 tonnes of copper and 330,000 ozs of gold per annum).
Ivanhoe drilled 110 non-diamond holes and 3 diamond holes for a total of 7400m, plus some trenching.
In the first campaign, 47 RAB holes were drilled to an average depth of 9.2m on two lines spaced at
200m with holes spaced at 50m. The holes were drilled into two geochemical anomalies lying
approximately 2.4 km due east of Monks Hill and 0.6km west of the old French mine (see Figs. 19 & 20).
Greater than 20% of the samples assayed >100 ppb Au with best assays of 1.01, 0.67 and 0.66ppm Au
with a weak Au-Cu-Zn correlation.
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• PREVIOUS EXPLORATION – IVANHOE MINES (cont)
Later, Ivanhoe completed a 63 hole (RAB?) drilling program to an average depth of 34.3m per hole. The
holes tested three separate areas, including the Monks Hill and Western Monks Hill prospects.
Monks Hill Prospect: 54 holes were drilled on four sections on 25m spacing. The best results were:
• KBR 104 intersected 9m @ 3.17g/t Au, 40ppm Ag, 0.17% Cu and 2% Zn from 18 – 27m. Adjacent
holes returned a best assay of 3m @ 0.3g/t Au.
• KBR 51 intersected 3m @ 1.2g/t Au, 1.4ppm Ag, 370ppm Cu and 1505ppm Zn from 24 – 27m.
Western Monks Hill: 6 holes were drilled on two sections. The best result was:
• KBR 60 intersected 21m @ 2.19g/t Au, 0.5ppm Ag, 55ppm Cu and 42ppm Zn from 6 – 27m and
3m @ 1.9g/t Au from 42-45m (EOH).

Fig. 19: Ivanhoe Trench Data – Kabinburi Project

In 1998 Ivanhoe completed a 3 diamond drill-hole program for 883m in the vicinity of the old French
Mine. Holes FM001 and FM002 targeted a gold soil geochemical anomaly while FM003 was drilled
beneath exposed porphyritic diorite with a well developed stockwork of auriferous quartz-pyrite veins.
All gold assays were generally below detection with the most significant intercept being 2m@ 0.44ppm
Au associated with a quartz-calcite-pyrite-molybdenite veined epidote-garnet-chlorite-quartz skarn in
FM002. Copper assayed almost continuously above 500 ppm between 14-203m in FM003 but was
generally insignificant in FM001 and FM002 with molybdenum most abundant in FM003 (4 m@ 92ppm).
• TGF EXPLORATION
Following the acquisition of Ivanhoes data-base in 2005, the TGF/Oxiana JV applied for titles covering an
extensive area at Kabinburi. Earlier work by Ivanhoe had delineated large areas of mineralised volcanic
rocks but it had been insufficient to determine the exact source of the mineralisation and was deficient
in mapping high priority targets in detail. It should also be noted that in the period of Ivanhoes’
exploration activity at Kabinburi, the gold price had been in the range of US$250-325/oz.
In 2005/6 the TGF/Oxiana JV commenced a regional surface sampling and mapping program across the
entire 240km² project area. This was followed with a two stage 290 hole rotary air blast (RAB) water
drilling program which was completed in March 2007 for a total of 4821.3 metres to an average depth of
16.6m per hole. Due to a thick cover sequence and a regolith profile with little or no outcrop, the holes
were drilled on a nominal 1km x 1km spacing grid.
The aim of this program was to identify subtle, geochemically anomalous zones suitable for follow-up
RAB drilling on a closer-spaced grid. All holes were drilled to fresh bedrock and chips logged and
sampled with the final 3m drill-rod section assayed.
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• TGF EXPLORATION (cont)
The program was successful in that it defined a significant zone of Au-Te (Tellurium) mineralisation 13
kms long (E-W) by 1-3 kms wide (N-S) with associated and peripheral Ag, Cu and Hg (see Figs. 21 & 22).

Fig 20:

Ivanhoe and TGF drill data. Monks Hill lies 2.5km east of Western Monks Hill and about 6.5km east of the old French Mine.

While the primary aim of the drilling program was to delineate geochemical anomalies, an incidental
highlight was an impressive 3m end of hole (EOH) assay of 10.7 g/t Au from 12.1 to 15.1m at Monks Hill.
Bedrock in this hole was encountered at 5.1m but the section from 5.1 to 12.1m was not assayed; gold
mineralisation remained open at EOH. The Au mineralisation in this hole was associated with Ag (1.75
ppm), Cu (374 ppm) and Hg (0.11 ppm).

Fig. 21:

Fig. 22:

Fig. 21: Au anomalies in RAB drilling at Kabinburi cut to 0.2 ppm. Western anomaly is 0.33 ppm Au and eastern anomaly (near Monks Hill)
is 10.7 ppm Au, both cut to 0.2ppm. Note zone of low level Au anomalies (+20ppb) in the E-W zone between the two anomalous highs.
Fig. 22: Te (tellurium) anomalies in RAB drilling at Kabinburi cut to 1 ppm show a good correlation between anomalous Au and Te.
Note: Tellurium is a relatively rare element, with more than 90 percent of global production recovered as a byproduct of copper mining and
processing; the USGS estimates annual global production of Te at around 200 tonnes. Te at Kabinburi is a pathfinder element for gold.

• GEOLOGY
Most of the region is covered with recently transported sediments overlain on fresh bedrock which is
largely of volcanic origin although minor areas are overlain by secondary laterite. Consequently,
shallow RAB drilling was considered the most cost-effective way of gaining early stage exploration data.
The 290 hole drilling program has given a much better understanding of the geology in the Kabinburi
region and, combined with existing detailed air-borne geophysical data, has resulted in a more informed
interpretative geological map.
The epithermal and skarn mineralisation is thought to be related to a sub-surface magnetic intrusion;
the acquisition of detailed airborne geophysics has highlighted an intrusive/volcanic complex (note Fig.
23).
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• FUTURE PROGRAMS
Current data will define the limits of metal-bearing alteration. Further mapping of weak geochemical
anomalies will be undertaken to delineate broad regional alteration characteristics which may be part of
a larger-scale hydrothermal system. Future programs will include closer-spaced shallow RAB drilling
(500m centres) and where silica-clay-pyrite alteration exists in open-terrain areas, a gradient array
IP/resistivity survey may be justified to delineate alteration suitable for RC drill testing.

Fig.23:

Detailed air magnetics for Kabinburi with overlain geological outlines and SPL applications

Programs conducted to date highlight the potential for this gold province. Work will commence once
the titles are issued and funding arranged.

PALITAPAN GOLD PROJECT (TGF 100% - subject to MMG rights)
The Palitapan Gold Project is comprised of eight (8) SPL applications for gold covering a total area of
115km2 situated on the border of Rayong/Chanthaburi Provinces, approximately 150km SE of Bangkok.
The tenements were applied for in 2005 as part of a JV with Oxiana Limited. Following the withdrawal of
Oxiana Limited from the JV in 2008 the applications reverted 100% to TGF subject to a 50% ‘clawback’
option now retained by Oxiana’s successor, China Minmetals’ Australian subsidiary (MMG Pty Limited),
over the 3 western and 1 northern tenements (note Fig. 24).
Kingsgate Consolidated holds one (1) SPL and two (2) applications contiguous to the TGF applications.
During 2010 TGF changed the nominated metal from gold to zinc in respect of the four (4) eastern SPL
applications; zinc (and antimony) occur within this predominately gold mineralised system. TGF is
seeking to change the the other four (4) applications to zinc but this may prove difficult as those
applications only require Ministerial signature (withheld pending the Government goldmining inquiry).
The MMG option right is triggered at the point when TGF’s own sole-funding expenditure equalises the
past sole-funding expenditure of Oxiana (now OZL) on the four (4) tenements. Should MMG exercise its
option then it will be required to reimburse threefold (~$900,000 in total) TGF’s own sole-funding
expenditure on the subject tenements.
• HISTORY
Palitapan was a project initiated in the 1990’s by Indochina Gold (now Ivanhoe Mines). Its work centred
on the the Khao Wong Trend (Ivanhoe North Prospect) exploring for replacement style gold, which is
closely associated with antimony (Sb). The work included a 380 hole RAB bedrock drilling program
(4007m) followed by 21 hole RC drill-hole program (1582m).
The reconnaissance RC drilling program targeted an open-ended 2km x 0.5km wide geochemical
anomaly defined by earlier RAB drilling.
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• HISTORY (cont)
Highlights from this program are detailed below; it will be noted that drilling in two holes (KWRC 002 &
009) encountered good Au and Sb mineralisation downhole and ended in strong Au grades.
Hole no.
Depth
Intersection
KWRC 001
4-16m
12m @ 0.38g/t Au (inc. 2,200ppm or 0.22% Sb)
KWRC 002
2-23m
21m @ 1.48g/t Au (inc. 2,900ppm or 0.29% Sb) – EOH in 1.6g/t Au
KWRC 007
8-10m
2m @ 1.74g/t Au (inc.
KWRC 009
4-35m
31m @ 2.00g/t Au (inc. 7,000ppm or 0.7% Sb) – EOH in 1.1g/t Au
KWRC 010
10-14m
4m @ 1.55g/t Au (inc. 650ppm Sb)
KWRC 013
6-14m
8m @ 0.83g/t Au (inc. 1834ppm Sb)
KWRC 015
26-32m
6m @ 1.91g/t Au (inc. 3,600ppm Sb or 0.36% Sb)
KWRC 019
22-28m
6m @ 0.38g/t Au
In 1998/9 Indochina Gold (now Ivanhoe Mines) ceased all activities in Thailand in favour of concentrating
its worldwide efforts exclusively on its massive Oyu Tolgoi copper/gold Project in Mongolia.
After a review of Ivanhoe’s work at Palitapan and follow-up surface sampling of the Boomerang and
Jesus Creek prospects which returned rock-chip values up to 15g/t Au and 17g/t Au respectively, the
TGF/Oxiana JV successfully lodged SPL applications for eight (8) tenements over the Palitapan project
area in 2005.

Fig. 24: Palitapan tenement applications; surface rock and bedrock RAB Au (gold) and Ag (silver) geochemistry over regional gradient array
resistivity data (1 ppm equals 1 gram/tonne). All applications are 100% TGF owned subject to the MMG option over four (4) applications.

A Kingsgate Thai controlled entity subsequently applied for three (3) titles contiguous to the northern
boundaries of the TGF tenements following a review of the Indochina work.
Exploration was initially funded by the TGF/Oxiana JV, then by Oxiana on a sole-funding basis and later
by TGF. The work included geophysics, soil and rock chip sampling, geochemistry and shallow drilling.
It should be noted that exploration drilling cannot legally be conducted on an SPL application although
drilling for water is allowed when drilling permits have been obtained.
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• HISTORY (cont)
Exploration work at Palitapan is suspended pending a Government sponsored review into the impact of
the gold mining industry. The review commenced in 2007 and the suspension only impacts gold SPL
applications. Applications for minerals other than gold (such as tungsten or base-metals) are not
subject to the suspension and are being processed.
Various work programs since the 1990’s have defined at least two separate trends, the Jesus
Creek/Ivanhoe North trend in the western tenements and the Wang/Boomerang trend in the eastern
tenements (see Fig. 25).
• WANG/BOOMERANG TREND (eastern tenements, TGF 100%)
In 2007 bedrock RAB drill-testing of gold mineralised epithermal vein targets exposed at surface
intersected a highly mineralised lead and zinc zone of veining, but showing no significant gold or silver.
Further mapping, RAB test programs and a gradient array IP/Resistivity survey were conducted over the
main zone of interest which helped identify crustiform quartz-adularia epithermal veining over a strike
length of about 200m. Samples were collected which returned anomalous gold and silver grades with a
maximum value of 2.8g/t Au associated with strongly anomalous lead and zinc mineralisation.
A second, strongly silver anomalous, epithermal vein zone was discovered to the north of Wang Prospect.
Resistivity data identified numerous similar sub-parallel linear features lying under cover, immediately to
the west of known outcropping vein zone.
A 3D IP/Resistivity geophysical survey was undertaken to test for significant targets beneath the covered
areas to help explain why previous bedrock testing had failed to intersect epithermal veining over much
of the area. The survey delineated a major new target oriented in an unexpected direction, thereby
explaining why the first-stage bedrock testing had missed its target.
The new target is hidden under alluvial and slope deposits and lies within several hundred metres of the
original target. This resistive feature, which presents as part of an epithermal vein system, is an
important drill-test target.
• JESUS CREEK PROSPECT (western tenements, TGF 100% – subject to MMG rights)
Jesus Creek mineralisation is known to be closely related to the presence of sulphides in altered
sedimentary and volcanic rocks, similar to parts of the Wang prospect. In 2006, (water) drilling with a
RAB rig to the point of refusal gave encouraging average grades of >0.3g/t Au and defined a strong
surface gold anomaly with a strike length of 500m by 100m wide. Unoxidised sulphides were
encountered in most bedrock samples, indicating penetration to fresh bedrock. Mineralisation is
associated with silica-clay-sulphide alteration of a volcanic host rock-set within a sequence of marine
deposited volcanic rocks, carbonaceous shales and limestones.
In 2007 sole-funding JV partner Oxiana elected to cease all work until the titles were granted. In 2008,
following the withdrawal of Oxiana from the joint venture, TGF conducted a 3D IP/Resistivity survey to
model the distribution of sulphides in the bedrock beneath the ground surface in an attempt to identify
possible “feeder zones” capable of presenting as areas of increased electrical resistivity. The result of
the survey was highly encouraging. It identified a “chargeable” (sulphide bearing) zone several hundred
metres long which is directly coincident to the surface gold mineralisation. The Jesus Creek anomaly,
remains open to the south and is an important target with potential to host significant hardrock gold
mineralisation. RC drill-testing of this anomaly remains a priority.
Two other targets have been identified by the 3D geophysical survey. These targets relate to sulphide
accumulations (known to be closely associated with gold mineralisation in the western tenements) and
also represent valid targets for future testing.
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• IVANHOE NORTH PROSPECT (western tenements, TGF 100% – subject to MMG rights)
The Ivanhoe North prospect represents a southerly extension of the same system that hosts the Jesus
Creek prospect. In 2008 TGF conducted a 2km2 3D IP/Resistivity survey over the gold anomaly defined
by Ivanhoe RAB drilling in the 1990’s. The survey gave positive results (Fig. 25) producing a clear
chargeability anomaly which responds to the sub-outcropping boundaries of surface gossanous rock.

Fig. 25: LH diagram: Gold anomalies along Wang/Boomerang Au – Cu – Pb trend and Jesus Creek - Ivanhoe Au trend based on rock
chip sampling. RH diagram: TGF defined IP anomaly overlays Indochina Gold RAB holes at Ivanhoe North prospect.

The target zone of sulphide mineralisation identified in the survey is approximately 2.2km long, trending
N-S. Within this broad anomaly, zones with higher concentrations of sulphides and precious metals are
predicated. A program of at least four (4) RC holes is required to test the IP anomaly and mineralisation
at depth and to establish the relationship of the sulphides to gold mineralisation. These works will
require additional capital funding.
• STATUS OF SPL APPLICATIONS
Rayong Province
SPLA 1/2548: Awaiting Ministerial signature (final step) – subject to Cabinet policy
SPLA 2/2548: Awaiting Ministerial signature (final step) – subject to Cabinet policy
Chanthaburi Province
SPLA 1/2548: Awaiting Ministerial signature (final step) – subject to Cabinet policy
SPLA 7/2548: Awaiting Ministerial signature (final step) – subject to Cabinet policy
SPLA 1/2550: Nominated for zinc exploration – awaiting DPIM sub-committee consideration
SPLA 2/2550: Nominated for zinc exploration – awaiting DPIM sub-committee consideration
SPLA 3/2550: Nominated for zinc exploration – awaiting DPIM sub-committee consideration
SPLA 4/2550: Nominated for zinc exploration – awaiting DPIM sub-committee consideration
The Palitapan Project displays geological characteristics bearing similarities to the large Simberi Island
(PNG) Au/Ag Project (6.2M ozs/Au) of Allied Gold (ASX code: ALD – market capitalisation $680M).
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MAE YOM POLYMETALLIC PROJECT – (TGF 100%)
The Mae Yom project, situated in northern central Thailand, commenced as a jointly funded program
between TGF and Oxiana Limited (later OZ Minerals) in 2006 when 23 SPL applications covering an area
of 305km² were lodged. Thereafter, a substantial program of reconnaissance mapping and surface
exploration was conducted which confirmed the potential for occurrences of Volcanic Hosted Massive
Sulphide (VHMS) style polymetallic deposits.
In mid 2008 OZL withdrew from the JV and TGF assumed 100% ownership and sole-funded several
exploration programs previously planned by the partners. This detailed work resulted in the discovery
of the highly promising Oxiana One Project over which TGF retains three (3) SPL applications covering
32km² area. All other regional tenement applications were relinquished.
The Oxiana One tenements include many old and ancient workings for barite, basemetals (copper with
minor lead and zinc), iron and manganese. The tenements completely surround the only producing local
mine, the Nam Rin Barite Mine (refer Fig. 26). The tenements have been mapped in detail and
thoroughly sampled with many assays returning highly anomalous Cu, Pb, Zn and Sb grades with peak
assays of 3.27% Cu, 17.7% Pb, 2.28% Zn and 1.08% Sb. In addition, a secondary iron prospect situated
on a tenement boundary requires detailed investigation.
• GEOLOGY
At least three (3) volcanic centre bodies are interpreted to lie within the Oxiana One project area and
TGF programs have clearly demonstrated the timing of basemetal mineralising fluids in relation to the
deposition of sedimentary and volcanic rocks. This interpretation relies on consistent regional barite
data (aided by multi-element geochemistry) as representing a single district-wide barite-rich
metallogenic event. Heavy isotopic barite compositions and consistency with Triassic seawater
compositions suggest the barite occurrences are best interpreted in the context of a broad VHMS model.

Fig. 26: Oxiana One tenement package

The tenements indicate excellent potential for high-grade massive or disseminated sulphide deposits
occurring either by replacement or exhalative processes.
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• PROJECT STATUS
Additional capital is required to commence work programs including electro-magnetic (EM),
IP/resistivity and magnetic ground geophysical surveys to identify massive or disseminated sulphide
bodies lying at depth.
The Oxiana One project displays some geological similarities to the Indonesian Romang Island project of
Robust Resources (ASX:ROL – market capitalisation $160M) being a submarine volcanogenic
hydrothermal feeder zone ± massive sulphides. Accordingly, the Oxiana One tenement package
represents an important Company asset endowed with significant potential.
The SPL applications now only await Ministerial signature and because basemetals have been
nominated, the grant of these titles should not experience undue delays.

FUTURE - CORPORATE
The Directors, in reviewing present strategy, appreciate the need to not only augment the Company’s
cash resources, but also our technical and human resources and to provide for Board succession.
A range of options is being actively canvassed with parties interested both in our individual projects and
the Company as a whole. We believe that some, if not all, of these discussions are capable of being
progressed to a point where they could deliver positive outcomes for shareholders in 2011, thereby
avoiding a call for additional funding from shareholders or a dilution of equity to third parties.
The Kabinburi gold and Khao Soon tungsten projects in particular are generating considerable corporate
interest following TGF corporate presentations at the Prospectors and Developers Association of Canada
(PDAC) in Toronto in March 2011.
Shareholders will be updated on current initiatives in the March 2011 quarterly report.

PERSONNEL
We are indebted to all our staff in the Bangkok and Khao Soon offices. Despite some challenging
politically-related times last year when, for a period, operations in our Silom (Bangkok) office were
suspended, all staff remain loyal and dedicated to the ultimate success of the Company.

AGM
A Notice of Meeting for the AGM accompanies the Annual Report. It should be noted that Resolution 3
seeks shareholder authority to issue up to 3,500,000 (10%) new fully or partly paid shares. Shareholder
authority will not necessarily result in the Company issuing any or all of these shares, it will merely give
the Board the authority to do so should circumstances justify such action.
The Company is seeking an increase in share-based emoluments to Directors. Shareholders will be
aware that Directors have only ever taken fees in the form of shares in the Company and these fees
have remained virtually unchanged since 2002. Therefore, an increase in share-based fees to Directors
of approximately 30% is proposed to more adequately reflect current general fee for service rates.
We trust shareholders will support this motion.
The Company’s Annual General Meeting will be held on Thursday, 21 April 2011 at the Company’s office
and shareholder attendance is encouraged.
For and on behalf of the Board
DAVID M DOCHERTY
Executive Chairman

31 March 2011
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DIRECTORS’ REPORT
The Directors of Thai Goldfields NL present their report, together with the financial report of the
Company and its controlled entities including the Auditor’s report thereon, in respect of the year ending
31 December 2010.
DIRECTORS
The following persons held office as Directors of Thai Goldfields NL at the date of this report:
David M Docherty
Chairman and CEO
Peter T Costello
Director
A Warren Gleeson
Director
All Directors held office during this period.
DAVID M DOCHERTY
David has 46 years of experience in the in evaluation and investment in resource-related public
companies dating back to 1965 when he was an analyst with Slater Walker Investments Limited,
London. He was later domiciled in Australia, managing significant investments held by London-based
clients of Slater Walker in Australian resource companies including Western Mining and BHP.
During his time with Slater Walker in Australia, David organised a key placement of Poseidon shares at
$1.50, enabling that company to drill what became the famous Mt Windarra nickel discovery which
sparked a phenomenal rise in Poseidon shares to $280 at the height of the Australian resources boom in
1967-70.
In 1969 David became Managing Director of Mining Finance Corporation Limited (MFC), a publicly listed
company sponsored by Slater Walker to invest in the resources sector and to assemble an exclusive
technical consulting team. MFC invested in many resource opportunities of the day, including
underwriting the float of Sedimentary Uranium NL.
In 1981 David became CEO of Coho Australia which was a publicly ASX listed oil and gas explorer focused
principally on the Surat Basin, Queensland. Coho was a company sponsored by Coho Canada.
The Coho venture was ultimately unsuccessful and in 1984, David became Executive Director of
Sedimentary Holdings, assisting in the delineation and successful development of open-cut gold
resources at the Golden Plateau Mine at Cracow in central Queensland in association with JV partner,
Costain. Although now under different ownership, mining at Cracow continues to this day, producing
~70,000 ounces of gold per annum.
Following a change of control in Sedimentary Holdings in 1987, and upon deregulation of the gold
exploration industry in Thailand the same year, David, in association with business colleagues, founded a
Thai gold exploration venture. This venture discovered the gold-mineralised ‘A Prospect’ at Chatree in
central Thailand in 1989 (now being mined) which led to the development of the Chatree Gold Mine by
Kingsgate Consolidated Limited in 2000. Since 1993, when Kingsgate first acquired an interest in
Chatree, the value of its shares have risen from 6c to as high as $12.30 in 2010 capitalising the company
at more than AUD$1 Billion (US$1 Billion).
In 1998, interests associated with David and business colleagues, acquired all the capital of Erawan
Mining Limited, the former Thai operating vehicle of US copper major, Phelps Dodge Inc. In 1999 all of
the issued capital of Thai Global Ventures Limited, the former Thai operating vehicle of Newmont Mining
Inc, was acquired and these two companies then formed the basis for the incorporation of Thai
Goldfields NL in February 2002.
David was appointed a founding Director of Thai Goldfields NL on 28 February 2002.
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PETER T COSTELLO
Peter was admitted to the Supreme Court of NSW in 1971 and later became a partner in Flannery Mura
and Costello, where he conducted one of the most successful personal injury practices in NSW until
1992. Since 1992, Peter has conducted a variety of successful entrepreneurial pursuits, in addition to
being a consultant to law firm Beilby, Poulden and Costello.
Peter was appointed a founding Director of the Company on 28 February 2002.
A WARREN GLEESON
Warren enjoys a distinguished career in the neon advertising industry. After commencing with Claude
Neon Limited he established Warren Gleeson and Associates Pty Ltd in 1981 as a consultant, designer
and supplier of large illuminated neon advertising signs in the Sydney and North Sydney CBD areas.
Warren was a board member of the Outdoor Advertising Association of Australia for 20 years, including
3 years as its Chairman.
Warren was appointed a founding Director of the Company on 28 February 2002.
REMUNERATION

In line with long-standing Company policy, Directors’ remuneration for services performed is
paid in the form of a Company share consideration based on a periodic deemed share value.
No Director has ever received a cash payment in respect of services performed since
incorporation of the Company.
DIRECTORS INTERESTS
At the date of this Report the interests of the Directors in the the Company’s shares were as follows:
David M Docherty has a beneficial interest in 10,410,000 shares in the Company held by Sydney Equities
Superannuation Fund and 1,140,000 shares in the Company held by Sydney Equities Pty Limited.
Peter T Costello has an interest, held by Central Coast Superannuation Fund, in 2,735,000 shares of the
Company.
A Warren Gleeson has an interest, held by Warren Gleeson Superannuation Fund, in 2,535,000 shares of
the Company.
PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES
The principal activity of the Company for the year ended 31 December 2010 was the identification of
gold, tungsten, antimony and base-metals in Thailand of sufficient scale to be economically developed,
either independently or in joint venture.
Apart from its 100% owned Thai interests, the Company owns a 25% interest in Thai Global Ventures
Limited (TGV); Tigers Realm Minerals Pty Limited owns the remaining 75% interest. TGV owns granted
exploration titles comprising the Chatree District Gold JV.
RESULTS
The consolidated loss attributable to the Consolidated Entity for the financial year ended 31 December
2010 after income tax and after providing for minority interests was $675,046.
DIVIDENDS
The Company has not paid a dividend in respect of the year ended 31 December 2010, nor have the
Directors recommended that a dividend be paid.
REVIEW OF OPERATIONS
A review of operations for the financial year, together with future prospects, is set out on pages 2 to 25
of the Annual Report.
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SIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN THE STATE OF AFFAIRS
Significant changes in the state of affairs of the Company during the financial period were as follows:
On 30 June 2010 30,000 new fully paid shares in the Company were issued each to nominees of nonexecutive Directors, Peter T Costello and A Warren Gleeson, in satisfaction of Directors fees in respect of
the period 1 July 2009 to 30 June 2010.
On 3 December 2010 320,000 new fully paid shares were issued to Sydney Equities Pty Limited in
payment for the services of D M Docherty as Chairman, CEO and Company Secretary of the Company
(and its Thai subsidiaries) in respect of the period 1 January 2010 to 31 December 2010.
MATTERS SUBSEQUENT TO BALANCE DATE AND LIKELY DEVELOPMENTS
No material event has occurred since balance date.
DIRECTORS’ BENEFITS
Details of the nature and amount of each element of emoluments for each Director of the Company or
its subsidiary companies are set out in the following table:
Directors of Company
and its subsidiaries
David M Docherty

Base
Emolument
$
160,000

Super
Contributions
$
Nil

Other
Benefits
$
Nil

Total
$
160,000
Note 1

Peter T Costello

15,000

Nil

Nil

15,000
Note 2

A Warren Gleeson

15,000

Nil

Nil

15,000
Note 2

No Director received any other Company benefit.
Note 1:
The base emolument of David M Docherty in his capacity as Group Chairman, CEO and Company
Secretary was 320,000 new fully paid shares in the Company for a deemed value of $160,000 in respect of the
twelve month period ending 31 December 2010. The base emolument was paid to Sydney Equities Pty Limited in
satisfaction of that company providing the services of David Docherty.
Note 2:
The base emolument of Peter T Costello and A Warren Gleeson was 30,000 new fully paid shares in
the Company for a deemed value of $15,000 each in respect of the period 1 July 2009 to 30 June 2010 in
satisfaction of non-executive Directors fees.

DIRECTORS’ MEETINGS
The number of Directors Meetings of the Company held and the number of meetings attended by each
of the Directors during the financial period was:
Director
Number of Meetings Held Number of Meetings Attended
David M Docherty
2
2
Peter T Costello
2
2
A Warren Gleeson
2
2
In addition to Board Meetings, the Directors maintain regular communication by telephone and
electronic media.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
The Board of Directors adheres to the principles of best corporate ethics and practice and has a policy of
minimising operating expenses to a level consistent with the financial and human resources of a small,
unlisted public company. Board policies include effective quarterly communication with shareholders.
The Board has overall responsibility for corporate governance, strategic direction and management
performance of the Company and its Thai subsidiaries.
The Board has a policy of ensuring that it has a majority of non-executive Directors. New appointments
will be made as and when Company growth demonstrates a demand. Any appointment will be based on
the specific experience of the candidate and the skill needs of the Company at the time.
AUDITORS’ INDEPENDENCE – SECTION 307C
The following is a copy of a letter received from the Company’s auditors:
“Dear Sirs
In accordance with Section 307C of the Corporations Act 2001 (the Act) I hereby declare that to the best
of my knowledge and belief there have been:
no contraventions of the auditor independence requirements of the Act in relation to the audit of the 31
December 2010 annual financial statements; and
no contraventions of any applicable code of professional conduct in relation to the audit.
Paul Pryce
Stewarts Accountants”
INDEMNIFYING OFFICERS
As of the date of this Report the Company has not given or agreed to give any indemnity to any current
or former officer or auditor. The Company has not paid or agreed to pay any premium for insurance
against a current or former officer or auditor’s liability for legal costs.
Signed in accordance with a Directors resolution:

David M Docherty

Director

Peter T Costello

Director

31 March 2011
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2010

2010

2009

2009

Consolidated

Parent

Consolidated

Parent

$

$

$

$

435,154

343,444

872,142

800,940

18,845

-

39,836

-

37,292

-

120,246

-

491,291

343,444

1,032,224

800,940

-

3,628,545

-

2,085,930

126,192

-

134,609

-

Exploration expenditure

4,203,524

242,358

4,037,633

242,358

Loans to related parties

609,189

-

630,021

-

Other financial assets

114,923

9,853

94,767

9,853

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS

5,053,828

3,880,756

4,897,030

2,338,141

TOTAL ASSETS

5,545,119

4,224,200

5,929,254

3,139,081

-

-

29,194

-

22,685

699

29,320

270

Loans from related parties

54,837

-

-

-

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

77,522

699

58,514

270

Loans from related parties

89,098

-

2,018

-

TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

89,098

-

2,018

-

166,620

699

60,532

270

5,378,499

4,223,501

5,868,722

3,138,811

13,355,000

13,355,000

13,165,000

13,165,000

(278,714)

-

(273,942)

-

(7,697,787)

(9,131,499)

(7,022,336)

(10,026,189)

5,378,499

4,223,501

5,868,722

3,138,811

Note
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash assets

7

Loans to related parties
Other financial assets

8

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Equity accounted investments
Land, plant and equipment

9

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Current tax liabilities
Payables

10

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

TOTAL LIABILITIES
NET ASSETS

EQUITY
Contributed equity

11

Foreign currency translation reserve
Retained loss
TOTAL EQUITY

12

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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Note

Revenues

2

Employee benefits expense
Depreciation and amortisation expense
Other expenses

2010

2010

2009

2009

Consolidated

Parent

Consolidated

Parent

$

$

$

$

24,434

14,726

747,984

95,511

(178,540)

-

(214,169)

-

(37,781)

-

(98,501)

(49,500)

(483,159)

(250,451)

(561,219)

(265,281)

Loss before income tax expense

3

(675,046)

(235,725)

(125,905)

(219,270)

Income tax expense

4

-

-

(31,203)

-

(675,046)

(235,725)

(157,108)

(219,270)

Exchange differences on translating foreign
controlled entities

-

248,791

-

-

Net gain/(loss) on revaluation of equity
investments

-

881,624

-

(2,583,547)

(675,046)

894,690

(157,108)

(2,802,817)

Basic earnings per share (cents per share)

-

-

-

-

Diluted earnings per share (cents per share)

-

-

-

-

Loss after income tax expense
Other comprehensive income:

Total comprehensive income for the year

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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Contributed

Accumulated

Foreign

Outside

capital

losses

Currency

Equity

Translation

Interest

Total

Reserve
$

$

$

$

$

12,990,000

(6,541,592)

18,519

-

6,466,927

Loss for the year

-

(157,108)

-

-

(157,108)

Adjustments on consolidation

-

(323,636)

-

-

(323,636)

Foreign currency translation reserve

-

-

(292,461)

-

(292,461)

175,000

-

-

-

175,000

13,165,000

(7,022,336)

(273,942)

Loss for the year

-

(675,046)

-

-

(675,046)

Adjustments on consolidation

-

(405)

-

-

(405)

Foreign currency translation reserve

-

-

(4,772)

-

(4,772)

190,000

-

-

-

190,000

13,355,000

(7,697,787)

(278,714)

-

5,378,499

12,990,000

(7,223,372)

-

-

5,766,628

Loss for the year

-

(2,802,817)

-

-

(2,802,817)

Share placement

175,000

-

-

-

175,000

13,165,000

(10,026,189)

-

-

3,138,811

-

894,690

-

-

894,690

190,000

-

-

-

190,000

13,355,000

(9,131,499)

-

-

4,223,501

Consolidated
At 1 January 2009

Share placement
At 31 December 2009

Share placement
At 31 December 2010

5,868,722

Parent
At 1 January 2009

At 31 December 2009
Profit for the year
Share placement
At 31 December 2010

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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2010

2010

2009

2009

Consolidated

Parent

Consolidated

Parent

$

$

$

$

(557,544)

(60,022)

(406,579)

(92,759)

24,434

14,726

91,430

19,750

(49,962)

-

(94,254)

-

(583,072)

(45,296)

(409,403)

(73,009)

-

(412,200)

-

(227,600)

(1,583)

-

(124)

-

-

-

25,221

-

(1,583)

(412,200)

25,097

(227,600)

147,667

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Net cash provided in financing activities

147,667

-

-

-

Cash at the beginning of the year

872,142

800,940

1,256,448

1,101,550

(436,988)

(457,496)

(384,306)

(300,610)

435,154

343,444

872,142

800,940

Note

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING
ACTIVITIES
Payments to suppliers and employees
Interest and other income received
Contribution to exploration costs
Net cash used in operating activities

16

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING
ACTIVITIES
Investment in subsidiaries
Purchase of plant and equipment
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and
equipment
Net cash used in investing activities

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING
ACTIVITIES
Loans from related parties
Proceeds from issue of shares

Net decrease in cash held
Cash at the end of the year

7

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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NOTE 1: STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The financial report is a general purpose financial report that has been prepared in accordance with Accounting
Standards and other authoritative pronouncements of the Australian Accounting Standards Board and the
Corporations Act 2001.
The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
The financial report covers the Company Thai Goldfields NL as an individual entity and its controlled entities; TGF
(Thailand) Company Limited, Paron Mining Company Limited, Thai Tungsten Refining Company Limited, JV
Prospecting Company Limited, Kabinburi Mining Company Limited and Erawan Mining Company Limited. Thai
Goldfields NL is a non-listed public company, incorporated and domiciled in Australia.
The financial report has been prepared on an accruals basis and is based on historical costs and does not take
into account changing money values or, except where stated, current valuations of non-current assets. Cost is
based on the fair values of the consideration given in exchange for assets. All amounts are presented in
Australian dollars, unless otherwise noted.
Australian Accounting Standards include Australian equivalents to International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRSs). Compliance with Australian equivalents to IFRSs (AIFRSs) ensures that the consolidated financial
statements and notes of Thai Goldfields NL comply with IFRSs.
The following is a summary of the material accounting policies adopted by the Company in the preparation of
the financial report. The accounting policies have been consistently applied, unless otherwise stated.

a.

Principles of Consolidation
The consolidated accounts incorporate the assets and liabilities of all entities controlled by Thai Goldfields
NL (‘Parent’) as at 31 December 2010 and the results of all controlled entities for the year then ended. The
Parent and its controlled entities are referred to in this financial report as the ‘Consolidated’ entity or
‘Group’. The effects of all transactions between entities in the Consolidated entity are eliminated in full.
All Joint Ventures are conducted in accordance with “AASB 131 Interests in Joint Ventures” and “AASB 127
Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements”, which are included in the consolidated accounts.

b.

Income Tax
The Company adopts the liability method of tax-effect accounting whereby the income tax expense is
based on the profit from ordinary activities adjusted for any permanent differences.
Timing differences which arise due to the different accounting periods in which items of revenue and
expense are included in the determination of accounting profit and taxable income are brought to account
as either a provision for deferred income tax or as a future income tax benefit at the rate of income tax
applicable to the period in which the benefit will be received or the liability will become payable.
Future income tax benefits are not brought to account unless realisation of the asset is assured beyond
reasonable doubt. Future income tax benefits in relation to tax losses are not brought to account unless
there is virtual certainty of realisation of the benefit.
The amount of benefits brought to account or which may be realised in the future is based on the
assumption that no adverse change will occur in income taxation legislation and the anticipation that the
Company will derive sufficient future assessable income to enable the benefit to be realised and comply
with the conditions of deductibility imposed by the law.
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c.

Foreign Currency
Foreign currency transactions are initially translated into Australian currency at the rate of exchange at the
transaction date. At balance date, amounts payable to and by the Company in foreign currencies have been
translated to Australian currency at rates of exchange ruling at that date. Exchange differences arising on
translation of monetary items are recognised in the income statement, other non-monetary exhange
differences are recognised in equity.

d.

Plant and Equipment
Plant and equipment are measured on the cost basis.
The carrying amount of plant and equipment is reviewed annually by Directors to ensure it is not in excess
of the recoverable amount from these assets. The recoverable amount is assessed on the basis of the
expected net cash flows which will be received from the assets employment and subsequent disposal. The
expected net cash flows have not been discounted to their present values in determining recoverable
amounts.

e.

Depreciation
The depreciable amount of all plant and equipment is depreciated on a straight line basis over their useful
lives to the Company commencing from the time the asset is held ready for use. Plant and equipment held
during the reporting period have been depreciated at rates between 15% and 25% per annum.

f.

Investments
Non-current investments are measured on the cost basis. The carrying amount of non-current investments
is reviewed annually by Directors to ensure it is not in excess of the recoverable amount of these
investments. The recoverable amount is assessed from the quoted market value for listed investments or
the underlying net assets for other non-listed investments. The expected net cash flows from investments
have not been discounted to their present value in determining the recoverable amounts.

g.

Exploration and Evaluation Costs
Exploration and evaluation expenditure on exploration leases are accumulated separately for each area of
interest. Such expenditure comprises of net direct costs and an appropriate portion of related overhead
expenditure, but does not include general overheads or administrative expenditure not having a specific
nexus with a particular area of interest.
Exploration expenditure for each area of interest is carried forward as an asset provided one of the
following conditions is met:
such costs are expected to be recouped through successful development and exploitation of the area of
interest, or alternatively, by its sale;
or exploration activities in the area of interest have not yet reached a stage which permits a reasonable
assessment of the existence or otherwise of economically recoverable mineral resources, and active and
significant operations in relation to the area are continuing.
Exploration expenditure that fails to meet at least one of the conditions outlined above is written off.
Evaluation for each area of interest / mineral resource is carried forward, but only to the extent that its
recoupment out of revenue to be derived from the relevant area of interest / mineral resource, or from the
sale of that area of interest, is reasonably assured.
When an area of interest is abandoned, any expenditure carried forward in respect of that area is written
off. Expenditure is not carried forward in respect of any area of interest unless the Company’s right of
tenure to that area of interest is current.
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g.

Exploration and Evaluation Costs (continued)
Identifiable exploration assets acquired from another mining company are recognised as assets at their cost
of acquisition, as determined by the requirements of AASB 6 Exploration for and Evaluation of Mineral
Resources.
Exploration assets acquired are reassessed on a regular basis and these costs are carried forward provided
that at least one of the above conditions is met.

h.

Share based payments
Where shares or options are issued to employees, including directors, as remuneration for services, the
difference between fair value of the shares or options issued and the consideration received, if any, from
the employee is expensed. The fair value of the shares or options issued is recorded in contributed equity.

i.

Employee Entitlements
Provision is made for the Company’s liability for employee entitlements arising from services rendered by
employees to balance date.

j.

Cash
For the purpose of the statement of cash flows, cash includes:
- cash on hand and at call deposits with banks or financial institutions, net of bank overdrafts; and
- investments in money market instruments with less than 14 days to maturity.

k.

Comparative Figures
Where required by Accounting Standards comparative figures have been adjusted to conform with
changes in presentation for the current financial year.

l.

Goods and Services Tax (GST)
Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of GST, except where the amount of GST
incurred is not recoverable from the Australian Taxation Office. In these circumstances the GST is
recognised as part of the cost of acquisition of the asset or as part of an item of the expense. Receivables
and payables in the statement of financial position are shown inclusive of GST.

m.

Interests in Joint Ventures
The consolidated entity includes the proportionate share of assets and liabilities of the incorporated joint
venture companies using the method of accounting described in note a) above. Details of the JV entities
are disclosed in Note 17.
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2010

2010

2009

2009

Consolidated

Parent

Consolidated

Parent

$

$

$

$

24,434

14,726

747,984

95,511

24,434

14,726

747,984

95,511

49,962

-

94,254

-

(202,514)

268,407

(47,132)

(840,845)

202,514

(268,407)

47,132

840,845

-

-

-

-

30,000

30,000

25,000

25,000

NOTE 2: REVENUE
Operating activities
-

interest and other income

Total Revenue

NOTE 3: LOSS BEFORE INCOME TAX EXPENSE
Loss before income tax has been determined after:
Exploration expenditure

NOTE 4: INCOME TAX EXPENSE
The prima facie tax benefit on loss before
income tax isreconciled to the income tax
as follows:
Prima facie tax benefit on loss before
income tax at 30%
Add/ (Deduct) tax effect of:
Future income tax benefit not brought to account
Total income tax expense

NOTE 5: REMUNERATION AND RETIREMENT BENEFITS
a. Directors’ Remuneration
Income paid or payable to all Directors of the
Company by the entities of which they are Directors
and any related parties
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2010

2010

2009

2009

Consolidated

Parent

Consolidated

Parent

$

$

$

$

160,000

160,000

150,000

150,000

-

-

-

-

12,849

7,380

14,068

7,200

9,830

9,830

13,450

13,450

Cash at bank

435,154

343,444

872,142

800,940

Total Cash Assets

435,154

343,444

872,142

800,940

Cash at bank

435,154

343,444

872,142

800,940

Cash

435,154

343,444

872,142

800,940

NOTE 5: REMUNERATION AND RETIREMENT BENEFITS (CONTINUED)
b. Executive Remuneration
Remuneration received or due and receivable by
executive officers of the Company from the
Company, and any related entities for management
of the affairs of the company, whose remuneration
is $100,000 per annum or more.
c. Retirement and Superannuation Payments
Amounts of a prescribed benefit given during the
period by the Company, or a related party to
director, or a prescribed superannuation fund in a
connection with the retirement from a prescribed
office.
NOTE 6: AUDITORS’ REMUNERATION
Remuneration of the auditors for:
-

auditing or reviewing the financial report

-

other services

NOTE 7: CASH ASSETS

Reconciliation of Cash
Cash at the end of the financial period as shown in
the statement of cash flows is reconciled to items in
the statement of financial position as follows:
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2010

2010

2009

2009

Consolidated

Parent

Consolidated

Parent

$

$

$

$

NOTE 8: OTHER FINANCIAL ASSETS
CURRENT
Other

37,292

-

120,246

-

Total Other Financial Assets

37,292

-

120,246

-

NOTE 9: LAND, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
244,059

-

242,253

-

Accumulated depreciation

(117,867)

-

(107,644)

-

Total Plant and Equipment

126,192

-

134,609

-

At cost

Movements in Carrying Amounts
Movement in the carrying amounts for plant and equipment between the beginning and the end of
the current financial period:
Plant and equipment at cost:

Office, Furniture

Land

Exploration
Equipment

Total

& Equipment
Balance at beginning of period

186,970

70,556

20,801

278,327

Net Movement

(17,340)

(766)

(16,162)

(34,268)

Balance at end of period

169,630

69,790

4,639

244,059

Balance at beginning of period

91,531

-

16,113

107,644

Net Movements

22,604

-

(12,381)

10,223

114,135

-

3,732

117,867

Accumulated depreciation:

Balance at end of period
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2010

2010

2009

2009

Consolidated

Parent

Consolidated

Parent

$

$

$

$

Sundry creditors and accrued expenses

22,685

699

29,320

270

Total Payables

22,685

699

29,320

270

NOTE 10: PAYABLES
CURRENT

NOTE 11: CONTRIBUTED EQUITY
Ordinary shares:
At the beginning of the reporting period
Shares issued during the year
At the end of the reporting period

Number

Dollars

35,120,000

13,165,000

380,000

190,000

35,500,000

13,355,000

NOTE 12: RETAINED LOSS

Retained loss at beginning of year

2010

2010

2009

2009

Consolidated

Parent

Consolidated

Parent

$

$

$

$

(6,541,592)

(7,223,372)

(7,022,336) (10,026,189)

Total comprehensive income

(675,046)

894,690

(157,108)

(2,802,817)

Adjustment on consolidation

(405)

-

(323,636)

-

(7,697,787)

(9,131,499)

Retained loss at end of year

(7,022,336) (10,026,189)

NOTE 13: CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
There may be contingent liabilities in respect of reparation works against exploration activities conducted in
Thailand. The Department of Primary Industries and Mines require a deposit bond to be held against each SPL
title.
NOTE 14: SEGMENT REPORTING
The company’s exploration activities are concentrated in various geographical regions of Thailand. Branch Office
technical and administration activities are located in Bangkok and Head Office management and administration
activities are located in Sydney.
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NOTE 15: RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
Transactions with related parties:
Transactions between related parties are on normal commercial terms and conditions no more favourable than
those available to other parties unless otherwise stated.

NOTE 16: CASH FLOW INFORMATION

Reconciliation of cash flow from operations:
Total comprehensive income for the year

2010

2010

2009

2009

Consolidated

Parent

Consolidated

Parent

$

$

$

$

(675,046)

894,690

(157,108)

(2,802,817)

37,781

(881,624)

98,501

2,633,047

5,606

-

Non cash flows:
-

depreciation, amortisation and impairment loss

-

loss on disposal of fixed assets

-

foreign exchange gain

-

share based remuneration

7,232
-

(248,791)

-

(75,761)

190,000

190,000

175,000

175,000

Changes in assets and liabilities:
-

decrease in debtors

62,800

-

(56,937)

-

-

decrease in trade creditors and accruals

35,829

429

(53,278)

(2,478)

-

Increase in other expenditure

(421,187)

-

(409,403)

(73,009)

Net cash outflows
NOTE 17: CONTROLLED AND JOINT VENTURE ENTITIES

(241,668)
(583,071)

(45,296)

Country of

Percentage

Incorporation

owned

Parent entity
Thai Goldfields NL

Australia

Controlled entities:
Erawan Mining Company Limited

Thailand

100%

JV Prospecting Company Limited

Thailand

100%

Kabinburi Mining Company Limited

Thailand

100%

Paron Mining Company Limited

Thailand

100%

TGF (Thailand) Company Limited

Thailand

100%

Thai Tungsten Refining Company Limited

Thailand

100%

Khao Soon Tungsten Mining Company Limited

Thailand

Joint Venture 49%

Thai Mineral Ventures Company Limited

Thailand

Joint Venture 49%

Thai Global Ventures Company Limited

Thailand

Joint Venture 25%

Siam Industrial Metal Company Limited

Thailand

Joint Venture 25%

Joint Venture entities:
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NOTE 17: CONTROLLED AND JOINT VENTURE ENTITIES (CONTINUED)
2010

The economic entity’s share of Joint Venture assets is:

$

2009
$

Cash – current asset

29,559

17,717

Receivables – current asset

20,388

41,974

Land plant and equipment – non current asset

85,530

62,446

1,004,284

788,333

Other assets – non current asset

47,334

48,147

Payables – current liability

11,595

51,343

Exploration expenditure – non current asset

NOTE 18: FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
a.

Interest Rate Risk
At balance date, the Thai Goldfields NL consolidated entity is exposed to floating weighted average interest
rates for financial assets of 2.75% on $435,154 cash balances.
All other financial assets and liabilities are non-interest bearing.

b.

Net Fair Values
The net fair value of all monetary financial assets and financial liabilities of the Thai Goldfields NL
consolidated entity approximate their carrying value.
There are no off balance sheet financial assets and liabilities at year-end.
All financial assets and liabilities are denominated in Australian dollars.

DIRECTORS’ DECLARATION
The Directors of the Company declare that:
1.

2.

The accompanying financial statements and notes of Thai Goldfields NL, as set out on pages 30 to 42 are in
accordance with the Corporations Act 2001:
a.

comply with Accounting Standards and the Corporations Regulations 2001; and

b.

give a true and fair view of the financial position as at 31 December 2010 and of the performance for
the year ended 31 December 2010 for the Company and consolidated entity; and

in the Directors’ opinion there are reasonable grounds to believe that the Company will be able to pay its
debts as and when they become due and payable.

This declaration is made in accordance with a resolution of the Board of Directors.

David M Docherty

Peter T Costello

Director

Director

Dated: 31 March 2011
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STEWARTS
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS & BUSINESS ADVISERS
INDEPENDENT AUDIT REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF THAI GOLDFIELDS NL

We have audited the financial report of Thai Goldfields NL and its controlled entities for the year ended 31 December 2010 as set
out on pages 30 to 42.
Directors’ Responsibility for the Financial Report
The directors of the company are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial report in accordance with
Australian Accounting Standards (including Australian Accounting Interpretations) and the Corporations Act 2001. This
reponsibility includes designing, implementing and maintaining internal controls relevant to the preparation and fair
presentation of the financial report that is free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, selecting and
applying appropriate accounting policies; and making accounting estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances. In Note 1,
the directors also state, in accordance with Accounting Standards, that compliance with the Australian equivalents to
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) ensures that the financial report, comprising the financial statements and
notes, complies with IFRS.
Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial report based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with
Australian Auditing Standards. These Auditing Standards require that we comply with relevant ethical requirements relating to
audit engagements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the financial report is free from
material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial report.The
procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgement, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the
financial report, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant
to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial report in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate
in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expresssing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An
audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates
made by the directors, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial report.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.
Independence
In conducting our audit, we have complied with the independence requirements of the Corporations Act 2001. We confirm that
the independence declaration required by the Corporations Act 2001, provided to the directors of Thai Goldfields NL on 31
March 2011, would be in the same terms if provided to the directors as at the date of this auditor’s report.
Audit Opinion
In our opinion, the financial report of Thai Goldfields NL and its controlled entities, is in accordance with:
a.

b.

the Corporations Act 2001, including:
i.

giving a true and fair view of the Company’s and consolidated entity’s financial position as at 31 December 2010
and of their performance for the year ended on that date; and

ii.

complying with Australian Accounting Standards (including Australian Accounting Interpretations) and the
Corporations Regulations 2001;

the financial report also complies with International Financial Reporting Standards as disclosed in Note 1.

Stewarts

Paul A Pryce

Chartered Accountants

Partner

Dated: 31 March 2011
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